Let A denote the algebra of functions analytic in the open unit disc D and continuous in D, and let
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[September C\z-z'\", then log |/(z)|<a log p(z, Z°(/))-f-log C; and, consequently, JI, log p(e*B,Z°(f))d6> -co by Riesz's theorem. Conversely, Carleson [1] showed that if E<=-dD is closed and (2) i" log p(eie, E) dd > -co, then for any m>0 there exists an outer function FeAm = {fEA:ff',---,fim)eA} such that Z\F)=Za{F') = ---=ZO(F{m))=E. This result has been extended to show that there exists an F in A™ with Z°(F)=ZX(F)=E (see [5] , [6] , or [7] ). The extension is also a consequence of a recent theorem of Carleson and S. Jacob, which implies that an outer function Fe A with | F| £ Coe (dZ)) belongs to/400.
In case F satisfies the stronger hypothesis (1) we can say more. For, if Fe A™, F^O, and £=ZC0(F), then it follows from Taylor's formula with remainder that
Thus, because of (1), \F(z)\^p(z, E)nBnMn, so that -log \F(e">)\ ^ sup{-« log p(eie, E) -log BnMn:
The integrability of log \F(e,e)\ then implies that See also A. Chollet [2] .
It is not to be expected that (3) is, in general, a sufficient condition for the existence of F e Am satisfying (1) and with Z0(F)=Z°°(£) = £. For example, in the case £={1}, it is known [4, Theorem 1, equation 6] that the necessary and sufficient condition is (4) f " h*{-2 log P(eie, £)) dO < + co where /i*(x)=sup{«x-log n\ B"Mn:n=0, 1, • • •}. In particular, if Mn= n\ (log(«-r-l))fcT! with l<rc^2, then the integral (4) diverges while the integral (3) converges.
Our construction of Am outer functions satisfying a growth condition of form (1) is based on the following theorem. As above, £ is a proper closed subset of dD and piz)=piz, E) is the distance from z to E. Also, if {(/"", e1"")} are the complementary arcs of E in dD, define 2tt\6 -an bn-6l = 0, e" e F.
Note that ( and (6) follows.
Because |F(n)'(z)|ií Dnp{z)~2n for some constant Dn>l, log |F("V)I ^ -2n log P(rei9) + log D", and so log+ |FU V")l ^ -2/1 log />(re") + log Dn + 2n log 2 Hence, for some constant B>0, \Fln)(eie)\ á n\ Bn \F(eie)\ p{ey2n a.e. or |F(nV*)| ^n\B" exp[-2n log p(B) -X*(-2 log p(6))] a.e.
(7) <«!ßV(7i>.
This establishes (5) and also shows that F e A™. It is clear from the definition of F, (iii), and (7) that Z°(F)=ZC°(F)=E. wherep>\, is that JI, |log P(eie, E)\" dQ< + co, (\¡p) + (\¡q)=\.
Proof. Assuming the existence of such an F, (3) holds with g*(x)= $up{nx -n\ogB-n1':n = 0,\,---}. A routine calculation shows X2 = 0(g*(x)) for large x. Hence |log pie1")]9 is integrable.
For the converse we apply Theorem 1 with X*ix) = iplq)ix¡p)9. For this A*, straightforward calculations verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and that A(«)=np.
Theorem 1 also gives information in some cases when we do not know that (3) is a sufficient condition. For example, the following theorem, due to A. Chollet [2] , may be obtained. Then cP(eia)=2e-1(aL-l)ß(ß)-in'~1) and is easily seen to satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 1. A simple calculation shows Remark. Theorem 3 gives another proof that the class of A °° functions satisfying (9) for 1 <a<2 is quasi-analytic.
Remark.
Mme. Chollet has sharpened the last part of Theorem 3 (unpublished) by showing that the exponent 2a-1 may be replaced by 2a-2.
